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Introduction

1.1｜Concept of De:Lithe Φ
The concept of "De:Lithe Φ" is based on the title "Gameverse - Play better,
Earn more -".
Gameverse is a combination of the words "Game" and "Metaverse". It
expresses our desire to create a world where each player can act freely,
create various things, and interact with friends within the common
objectives and rules of the game.
The main content of this title is the freedom to create your own battle stages,
monsters, etc. -- a development of the lands seen in other titles -- leaving the
majority of the world's development to the player. In addition, due to the
nature of blockchain gaming, an economic sphere based on tokens and NFTs will
be built in conjunction with gameplay and the creation of various types of
content.
In the concept "Play better, Earn more," "well played" is defined as "a state that
encourages other players respect the best players". This includes battle strategy,
overall knowledge, communication skills within guilds and parties, establishing
a unique style of character development, coordinating fashionable equipment,
creating interesting dungeons and monsters that amazes everyone, etc.
We hope that each player will enjoy the game in their own individual way, and
strive to become "good" at it in their own way.
And we will provide games that players can enjoy and establish a stable
economy that will last for a long time as the operational goal of the title.
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1.2｜Story of De:Lithe Φ

Five years ago, there was an epic battle between man and God, later
described as the "Mist War Change”.
The battle came to an end, and people have begun to embark on a new path.

However, there are still mysteries that remain unresolved.
In various war-torn areas, strange looking entities have suddenly appeared.

It is rumored to be the home of monsters and hidden treasures.
It was named "a cocoon of foreign objects" by the people of the area.

And now, as people try to discover this cocoon, a strange fate is about to be
set in motion once again.
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1.3｜What is De:Lithe?
"De:Lithe The True King of Oblivion and the Angel of Pact" is a smartphone game application
for iOS and Android that has received a total of 7.77 million downloads since its service launch
in 2020.
This is a psalm of a long-lasting battle between gods and humans with "life" as its theme. It is a
very popular online RPG featuring "high speed real-time multiplayer battles" with a profound
story, a wide variety of contents, and a deep training system that allows players to become
stronger and stronger.
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Game System of De:Lithe Φ

2.1｜Game Overview
De:Lithe Φ is a full-fledged online RPG in which players themselves become the main
characters and adventure in a fantastic world.
The main content is the Labyrinth of the Demon Cave (tentative name), where players
explore an unknown dungeon that changes each time they play. In the labyrinth, players
will work together with their friends to pave the way and search for rare equipment and
items lying in the depths of the labyrinth. Once you find a valuable weapon or armor, use it
and train to aim for even greater heights.

Appeal of De:Lithe Φ
• Highly customizable player avatars of Japanese anime quality
• Jobs with a variety of roles that can be selected to suit your style of play
• Real-time online battles that incorporate the concepts of time and space into command battles
• A deep training system that allows players to become as strong as they want to be.
• End content in which "co-op" is the key to success.
• A guild where players can play the game while cooperating and interacting with each other.

*Image is under development.
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2.2｜Player

The protagonist of De:Lithe Φ is your own alter ego as a player.
Create your own character and explore the world of De:Lithe Φ.

2.2.1Avatar
You can create your own character by
customizing face parts, hairstyle, hair color,
voice, etc. to your liking.

*Image is under development.
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2.2.2 Jobs
You can choose from a variety of jobs with different roles and develop the job
that best suits your style of gameplay. Jobs can be changed at any time ingame.
At the launch of the game, four types of jobs will be offered: knight, bishop,
wizard, and ranger. After the service launch, we will continue to add jobs with
unique characteristics on a regular basis.

*Image is under development.
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■Job Introduction
・Knight
Can equip a sword and an axe.
A team shields that attack while protecting its allies
by collecting attacks from enemies itself or by
stunning enemies.

・Bishop
Can equip cane or a mace. Uses revival and total
recovery magic, supporting allies with a variety of
other support magic.

・Wizard

・Ranger

Can equip rods or wands. Attackers who can

Can equip spears or twin swords. A support and

increase their magic attack power and fire magic in

attacker who can not only inflict immense damage

rapid succession to produce terrific instantaneous

but can also increase their allies' concentration

firepower.

and agility.

*Image is under development.
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2.2.3 Equipment
There are three types of equipment: weapons, armor, and accessories.
The types of weapons and armor available differ depending on the job.
Equipped weapons and armor are also reflected in the visuals of the character you control.

■Equipment growth factors
Equipment can be made even stronger by using items obtained in the game.
De:Lithe Φ has a wide variety of growth elements such as "Level Up", "Rank Up",
"Synthesis", "Enhancement", "Limit Breakthrough", and "Rune Attachment".

Please enjoy the deep training system that allows you to become stronger and
stronger.

*Image is under development.
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■Types of equipment
Weapons
De:Lithe Φ offers many weapon types, depending on the job. At the beginning of the game, 8
different weapon types are offered. Although only one weapon can be used at a time, multiple
weapons can be upgraded/enhanced. Each weapon has one unique skill with various effects
such as offensive, recovery, and auxiliary. We will regularly add more weapons with unique
characteristics once the game starts.

Defensive armament
Armor can be worn on four parts of the body: head, upper body, arms, and lower body. Each
part of the body has a different status that can be easily increased. There are four types of
armor in De:Lithe Φ: heavy armor, light armor, spinning armor, and offensive armor, and each
job has a different armor type.

Accessory
Accessories are equipment that can be worn separately from weapons and armor to assist with
various abilities of the character. They can be worn on the face, fingers, arms, waist, and
special parts of the body. The status of each part of the body increases differently. You can
choose to wear any accessory you like, regardless of your job.

Stylish equipment
There is also "fashionable equipment" that changes only the appearance of the avatar without
changing its status when equipped. Fashionable equipment can be set for each of the four
parts of the avatar: weapon, head, torso, and legs. There is also a "kigurumi" that changes the
entire appearance of the avatar.
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2.3｜Battle
De:Lithe Φ will employ a battle system called "real-time online battle" that adds the concept
of spatial positioning to command battles that progress in real time.
This system will provide a sense of tension in battle, where players will proceed in real time
to determine how to explore the field and what is the best course of action in battle while
maintaining visibility of the terrain and enemy positioning.
The player can also determine whether to be recognized by enemies on the field, attack
them, and so on. When you initiate some action, you will enter a battle seamlessly. The
distance between the player and the enemy affects the battle, so if you are too far away,
you may not be able to perform your action. The effective distance is determined for each
action. For example, a bow or a gun can be used to attack from a greater distance than a
sword for the same action of "attack".
When the player's action gauge is full, they can perform actions, all of which are affected by
their speed. The speed of the same action varies from player to player, so it is important to
prioritize the right action for the right situation.
By winning battles, players can obtain equipment and items. Sometimes, you may even get
rare and valuable equipment. Use the equipment and items you obtain to further develop
your character.

*Image is under development.
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2.4｜Major Content
2.4.1 Labyrinth of the Demon Cave (tentative name)
This is the main content of De:Lithe Φ, in which players battle and explore
the labyrinth, where the configuration of the map, the placement of
monsters, and the rewards to be gained change dynamically each time
they enter, as they aim to reach the deepest level.
In the labyrinth, not only monsters but also various gimmicks such as
hidden passages and trapped treasure chests await you. The highly
addictive dungeon offers players the chance to enjoy playing "how far to go
or go back" over and over again as the enemies grow stronger as time
passes.
Although the dungeon is a test of the player's training status and choices,
valuable equipment, materials and items can be acquired.

2.4.2 Mining Dungeon
This is a dungeon where experience and LUPI tokens can be obtained to raise job levels; LUPI
tokens drop at a certain rate during the dungeon rounds.
Each dungeon has different reserves of tokens that can be mined. Also, the mining efficiency
varies depending on the number of people mining in a single dungeon.

*Image is under development.
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2.4.3 End Content
There will be multiple end contents for players who have sufficiently strengthened their
equipment and characters through the Labyrinth of the Demon Cave (tentative name) and
mining dungeons. The end content will exist as "a place where other players will want to send
their accolades," and the top finishers will receive RGA tokens, DeLitheΦ's governance tokens.

・ Triad Arena
It is a real-time 3vs3 PVP game.
Players can enjoy heated battles that test not only the
level of character development, but also their control
skills and coordination with their friends.

・ Guild Battles
This is a large-scale guild versus guild battle
for territory that takes place at regular
intervals.
It is a test not only of individual combat skills,
but also of the coordination and leadership
skills of all guild members.

・ Boss Rush
This is a high-difficulty content in which you will fight
to the death against powerful boss monsters.
Players aim to clear the game by battling a series of
bosses or multiple bosses at the same time, each of
which requires a different level of play skill.

*Image is under development.
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2.5｜Guild
A guild is a group of up to 40 players who play the game cooperatively.
In De:Lithe Φ, all players can establish a guild. Players who belong to a guild can strengthen
guild facilities and participate in content that is only available to players who belong to a guild.

2.5.1 Guild Dungeon
Raid boss battles to challenge with guild members.
Successfully defeating the boss will bring rewards to all members who participated in the battle
and to the guild.

2.5.2 Guild Missions
These are missions exclusively for guilds. There are both individual and group missions, and
completion brings rewards to the winners and the guild.

2.5.3 Guild Facility Enhancement
Guild members can bring materials to strengthen the facility.
Strengthening facilities provides various benefits, such as an increase in the maximum number
of members and enhanced capabilities.

2.5.4 Guild Battles
This is a large-scale guild vs. guild battle for territory that takes place at regular intervals.
The winning guild will be rewarded and honored as the leader of the territory.

*Image is under development.
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2.6｜Side job (production job)
De:Lithe Φ allows players to take on "side jobs" in addition to battle jobs such as knights and
bishops.
Side jobs allow the user to produce various items, such as equipment and food, using materials
obtained from battles and other sources.
The items produced are then used among players to create a variety of economic activities.

・Concept Diagram of Side Job Functions
Blacksmith

Chef

Miner

Purchase ores needed
for weapons production

Purchase meals to
increase efficiency of
dungeon exploration.
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Tokenomics

3.1｜De:Lithe Φ Overall Ecosystem Overview
De:Lithe Φ will create a sustainable economy over the long term by creating an environment
where Free To Play players can also enjoy the game together.
Based on the governance token RGA, utility tokens LUPI, and NFTs such as equipment NFTs,
the game's original mechanisms such as ownership programs, side jobs and founders will be
used to build an in-game economic sphere among players.
In addition, by selling products that can be obtained by paying for them, such as pack or gacha,
we will increase the channels of inflow of funds from outside the game.
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3.２｜Role and function of the RGA
3.2.1 RGA（Regalia Token）Role/Function
RGA (Regalia Token) is a governance token in De:Lithe Φ.
RGAs can be used for voting, guild functions, dungeon management, and other game-related functions.
Compared to LUPI, which is a utility token, RGA is more difficult to obtain in-game.

Token Name

Regalia Token

Ticker

RGA

Maximum number issued

7,000,000,000 RGA

Blockchain

Palette

Token Standard

PRC-20

3.2.2 RGA Utilities
RGA has the following uses :
Purchase of various assets in the NFT market
Expansion of ownership programs
In-game governance voting
Cultivation of equipment, weapons, etc.
The following types of training are available :
・Lvl up of equipment
・Rank-up of equipment
・Reinforcement of equipment
・Pushing the limits of equipment
・Lvl up weapon skills
・Lvl up runes
RGA is required to reach a certain level or for further strengthening and training.

3.2.3 How to obtain an RGA
RGAs can be acquired in the following ways :
Purchase from the Crypto Asset Exchange
Rewards for achieving high ranks in various contents
GvG Grand Prix Sponsor Rewards
Arena tournament rewards
Staking program
Selling on the NFT market
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3.2.4 Token Allocation in the RGA
The RGA's token allocation is as follows

Title

Ratio

Overview

Management Team

13%

It will be used as an incentive to the management team.

IEO Sale

15 %

Sold to investors in IEOs.

Private Sale

7%

It will be sold to large investors.

Game reward

24 %

It will be used as a reward in the game.

Gaming Ecosystem
Fund

35%

It will be used for the development of De:Lithe Φ's
gaming ecosystem. It is a return to contributors and
players, marketing, and providing liquidity for listing on
exchanges.

Advisor

6%

Used as an incentive for advisors.
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3.2.5 Schedule for unlocking the RGA
The RGA's unlocking schedule is as follows :

Title

Ratio

Schedule for unlocking

Management Team

13 %

6-month lockup after IEO, then unlocked over 48
months

IEO Sale

15 %

Full lock-up is lifted after IEO.

Private Sale

7%

6-month lockup after IEO, then unlocked over 48
months

Game Rewards

24 %

40% release over 12 months in the first year after IEO.
Then 60% release over 84 months.

Gaming Ecosystem
Fund

35 %

40% release after IEO, then 60% release over the next
48 months.

Advisor

6%

Full lock-up is lifted after IEO.
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3.3｜Role and Function of LUPI
3.3.1 Role of the Lupi Token (LUPI)
LUPI (Lupi Token, Lupi Token) is a utility token in "De:Lithe Φ".
It can be used as a currency in the game and can be burned to enhance your game experience.

Token name

LUPI Token

Ticker

LUPI

Total Number Issued

No Issue limit

Blockchain

Palette

Token Standard

PRC-20

3.3.2 Utilities of LUPI
LUPI has the following uses :
・Purchasing items at the store
・Enhancement of equipment, weapons, etc.
・Participation in various games
・Spectator fees for arena games, etc.
The following are the two main in-game elements that require specific participation fees :
・Challenge to the Labyrinth of the Cave (tentative name)
・Participation in the arena

3.3.3 How to acquire LUPI
LUPI offers the following acquisition methods :

・Purchase on the Crypto Asset Exchange
・Mining dungeons
Mining dungeon rounds
Scholarship
・Ownership
OGD (Owner Generative Dungeon) Usage Fees
Arena participation and spectator fees
・Sale of items
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3.4｜NFT Design
There are various NFTs in De:Lithe Φ.

3.4.1 Equipment NFT Overview
Weapons, armor, and accessories used in the game can be sold as NFTs and traded.
LUPI tokens are required for players to convert their equipment to NFTs.
There will be a cap on the total number of pieces of equipment a player can convert to an NFT.
This limit will be linked to the player's stage of development, etc., and will be unlocked
progressively in proportion to the number of hours played and contributions to the economy.

■ Factors that determine the value of equipment
Equipment has various parameters and training factors.
This section describes the factors that determine the value of equipment in this
game.
The value of equipment is determined by the combination of background color,
weapon skill, and random options . The "background color" determines the
maximum fighting power, and the "weapon skill", which is given uniquely to each
weapon and has a large impact on the outcome of battles, is the standard value
of the equipment's value.
3.4.2 Item NFT
Items such as training materials obtained in the game can be traded in the marketplace as
NFTs. Item NFTs can only be minted as a group of multiple items. Individual items are not
treated as NFTs.

3.4.3 Fashionable equipment NFT
Fashionable equipment, which changes only the appearance of the avatar without changing its
status when equipped, can also be traded in the marketplace as NFT.

3.4.4 Ownership
Ownership of various content and naming rights as NFT.
Owners are entitled to a portion of each content usage fee and other benefits according to their
ownership.
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3.5｜Founder
The Founder function allows users to freely design their own models and textures based on
normal and fashionable equipment.
The Founder function can be used by holding RGA tokens, which are proof that you have made
a significant contribution to the world of De:Lithe Φ.
As a Founder, you are free to use external modeling tools to design the look and feel of your
equipment for use in the game.
The equipment you design will be reviewed and adjusted by the game management before it
can be used in the game. The designed equipment can also be duplicated and sold to other
players as fashionable equipment NFT.

・ファウンダー機能イメージ図
Founder

Government

Founder

Examination

▼

Adjustment

▼

Implementation

Duplication・Sales

Duplication・Sales
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3.6｜Scholarship
The "scholarship" is a system whereby a player lends his or her NFT to another player and
shares in the profits earned from game play using that NFT.
De:Lithe Φ implements the scholarship function in the game, making it possible for both the
lender and borrower to share in the profits of the game.

3.6.1 Expeditionary force
In order to make dungeons more accessible, players can borrow another player's character and
take it into the dungeon as an NPC. The character lender receives a portion of the LUPI tokens
earned by the borrower in the dungeon as rent.

3.6.2 Equipment Rental
NFT Equipment can be rented to other players.
The equipment rental is done within the game system, and the distribution of LUPI tokens
obtained with the rented equipment is done automatically.
In order to control token selling pressure by scholars, the equipment rental function will not be
released or be available all the time, but will be available in a limited time format to induce an
influx of new players.
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3.7｜Ownership
Ownership of various dungeons and naming rights as NFT.
NFT owners receive a share of the content usage fees and other benefits.
Ownership functions will be provided and expanded gradually from the time the game is
released.

OGD（Owner Generated Dungeon）
The ownership of the Labyrinth of the Demon Cave (tentative name) and the mining dungeon
will be an NFT. Since the number of dungeons in the game will be capped, this NFT will also
have an issuance limit. Ownership holders will receive a portion of the dungeon usage fees as
revenue.
Dungeon owners can freely customize their dungeons, including the dungeon terrain and
monsters that appear in the dungeon. Parts for customization can also be traded on the
marketplace as NFTs.
※See next page for details.

Arena Naming rights
NFT for naming rights to an arena to play against each other. Since the number of arenas in
the game will be capped, this NFT will also have an issuance limit. The NFT holder of the arena
naming rights will obtain the right to name the arena in the game.
In the future, arena naming rights holders will be granted additional benefits, such as a share of
arena usage fees, the right to sell merchandise for in-game items such as fashionable
equipment, and to display a sign in the background of the arena.

Sponsorship of "GvG Grand Prix"
After the implementation of GvG battle mode, the NFT will issue sponsorship rights for the GvG
Grand Prix, a GvG competition to determine the strongest guild hosted by the management
team. Right holders will be entitled to benefits such as a portion of the tournament rewards,
which will be partially funded by various in-game usage fees and commissions.
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3.8｜OGD (Owner Generated Dungeon)
The one and only dungeon created with equipment and monster NFTs.
That is the "OGD (Owner Generated Dungeon)".
OGD allows for various customizations, such as freely placing monsters and hiding treasure
chests in the dungeon. The more players who enter the dungeon, the more owner rewards you
will get.
Create your own dungeon.
NFT will be used for dungeon ownership necessary for OGD generation and various parts of
"terrain," "monsters," "special effects," and "eye-catching rewards (rare drops)" used for
customization. NFT for dungeon ownership will be sold in a future sale. NFTs for various parts
used for customization will be available for sale, in the marketplace, and as gameplay rewards.

・NFT required to generate mining dungeon
Classification

Description

NFT Land rights

The size of the dungeon that can be created ($LUPI reserves and
number of people who can play at the same time) changes with
each rarity.

Special Effects NFT

The item that can add characteristics such as item drop rate +n%
to the dungeon. Generated by using "special effect material"
obtained in battle etc.

・NFT required to generate Labyrinth of the Demon Cave (tentative name)
Classification

Description

Dungeon ownership NFT

The size of the dungeon that can be created changes with each
rarity.

Terrain NFT

Items that determine the topography of the dungeon, such as
plains, volcanoes, temples, etc.

Monster NFT

An item that determines the group of monsters placed in a
dungeon.
Generated using "monster materials" obtained from battles, etc.

Special Effects NFT

An item that can add properties to a dungeon, such as item drop
rate +n% to the dungeon. Generated by using "special effect
material" obtained in battle etc.

Notable Rewards

In addition to the rewards that are automatically set according to
the dungeon generated, the owner can set items, equipment, and
various NFTs as the main rewards.
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De:Lithe Φ Road Map

・Project announced
・official website released

・2nd NFT presale
・NFT sale of fashionable
equipment

・Official site updated

・1st NFT presale
・Detailed economy
information release

・Game Information released
・White paper released

・Game release
・Ownership function implemented

Feb. 2022
Jun. 2022
2022 3Q
2022 4Q
2023 1Q
2023 2Q and onward

Project announced, official website released
Official site updated
Game Information released, White paper released
1st NFT presale, Economy detailed information release
2nd NFT presale, NFT sale of fashionable equipment
Game release, Ownership function implemented......and more

*The content of this page is based on the development plan at this stage.
Changes may be made to make the game more interesting in future development.
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Product Team

■HashPalette Inc.
Representative Director & CEO: Yoshida Seihaku
Date of Establishment: March 2, 2020
Headquarters: EDGE Shiba 4-chome Bldg. 10F, 4-5-10 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-0014,
Japan
Business: Research and development of blockchain technology
URL: https://hashpalette.com/
Yoshida Seihaku
Representative Director and CEO
After graduating from Keio University Faculty of Law in 2013, Sekhiro Yoshida joined The Boston Consulting
Group in 2016. At BCG Digital Ventures, the company's digital business development arm, he was the
youngest Venture Architect (investment and business development officer) in the Tokyo office, working on
projects in Japan and China.
In 2018, he founded and became the President of HashPort Inc. In addition to providing consulting and
systems to major crypto asset exchangers in Japan, he has also supported the Japanese deployment of many
projects including IOST, Enjin, Qtum, Tron, Tezos, Ontology, and Neo. He is also a co-researcher at the
University of Tokyo's Graduate School of Engineering and a co-research member of Keio University's Global
Research Institute's "Crypto Asset Research Project".

■enish Ltd.
Representative Director: Kohei Antoku
Date of establishment: February 24, 2009
Headquarters: Roppongi Denki Building 4F, 6-1-20 Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-0032
Business description: Planning, development and operation of game applications
URL: https://www.enish.jp/

Kohei Antoku
President and Representative Director
After serving as director in charge of technology at several IT venture companies, he joined Yahoo Japan
Corporation in 2000 through a stock swap and participated in the launch of Yahoo! Ltd. (now enish Co., Ltd.) in
2009 and became its representative director.
He entered the mobile game market as platform operators opened up their APIs. With the expansion of its
services, the company was listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 2012, less than four years after its
establishment. The company's main business is the planning, development, and operation of mobile games,
and it is developing original and IP titles in a wide range of categories such as simulations, puzzles, and RPGs,
utilizing not only Japan but also its offshore bases in China and Vietnam.
He remains the largest shareholder and president of enish, Inc. (Securities Code: 3667).
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Information

Application Information
Operating environment: Smartphones (Android, iOS), Windows
Official Link
Official website: https://delithe-fi.io/
Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/delithe_fi_EN
Community
Official Discord:.https://t.co/myIwiV5bcR
Operated by
HashPalette Corporation (https://hashpalette.com/)
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